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PROFESSOR DON  COCHRANE TO  RETIRE
Professor Don Cochrane, founding Dean of the Faculty Of Economics and Politics, will retire at the end Of this year

because of ill  h®alth.

The  Vice-Chancellor,   Professor   Ray  Martin,   said
today that  he  accepted  Professor  Cochrane's  decision
with deep regret.

``The contribution that Don Cochrane has made -

not only to his faculty, but also to the University and to
the wider community -is incalculable," he said.

"He   is   the   last   of  the   founding   Deans   of  the

University still serving  in that capacity,  and  he is very
much   the   `senior  statesman'.   His   influence   on  the
development of Monash has been immense. "

Professor Cochrane will be 65  next May and would
normally have retired on December 31,1982.

He joined the University, as professor of economics,
on March 1,  1961, and was appointed Dean on June 20
of the same year.  Previously he had been Sidney Myer
Professor of Commerce at the University of Melbourne.

Professor    Cochrane    has    held    a    number    of
governmental  and   semi-governmental  posts   and  has
conducted many inquiries for both the Federal and State
Governments.  He  is  currently  chairman  of  the  State
Bank of Victoria and chairman of the Australian Trade
Union Training Authority.

His    most    recent    undertaking    for    the    State
Government has been the inquiry into the cost structure
of the  SEC  and  the  economic  viability  of aluminium
smelting  in  Victoria.  His  report  was  delivered  to  the
Premier this week.

PRENTICE TO GIVE PAWSEY LECTURE
Monash  mathematician  Andrew  Prentice  last  night

enjoyed the rare privilege  of delivering  the prestigious
Pawsey Memorial Lecture for 1981  at the University of
Queensland.

Dr Prentice returned recently from the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory at Pasadena, California, confirmed in some
of his controversial theories about the origin of the solar
system, and in particular of the moons of Saturn.    -

His   address   last   night,   given   to   the   Queensland
branch   of  the  Australian   Institute   of  Physics,   was
entitled  "Voyager and the Origin of the Solar System".

The  findings  of  the  Voyager  team,  presented  to  a
meeting   of   the   American   Astronomical   Society   in
Pittsburgh    last    week,    confirmed    Dr    Prentice's
prediction that the moon Tethys would be found to be
20  to  25  per  cent  bigger  than  previously  believed.  In
fact,  it proved to be 21  per cent bigger.

(Dr Prentice confirmed arrangements for his lecture

with   the   Institute   of  Physics   on   March   17   -   in
expectation of a fly-by of Voyager 2 on August 25.)

THE DAY OF PROTEST
A   large   number   of   Monash   staff   attended   the

National Day of Protest rally at Melbourne University
on Tuesday.  October  13.

The  President  of the  Staff Association  of  Monash
University, Mrs Jennifer Strauss, said that the response
from Monash staff had revealed a  "very considerable
disquiet  over  current  governmental  policies  and  the
procedures for executing them".

The  Rally  passed  a  motion  calling  on  the  Federal
Government to respect the autonomy of universities and
to re-assess its current attitudes to tertiary eduction.

Mrs  Strauss  said  that  the  action  most  commonly
taken`by universities had been the donation by members
of  a  day's  salary  to  the  FAUSA  Education  Fighting
Fund.  While totals  were  not yet finalised.  it was clear
that  FAUSA  would  now  have  a  "very  considerable
sum" to expend, not only in the defence of the rights of
individual   members,   but   in   the   task   of   "bringing
governments    and    the    community    to    a    better
understanding of the nature, the needs and the value of
universities."

SPECIAL RESEARCH GRANTS, 1982
Application forms for 1982 support from the Monash

Special  Research  Fund  may  now  be  obtained  from
chairmen of departments,  or by telephoning ext.  3012.

Applications close on Wednesday,  November  I I ,not
November  18 as shown incorrectly on a memorandum
sent to a number of departments.

PB ELECTION RESULTS
Three non-professorial members of the teaching staff

in   Law,   Medicine   and   Science   have   been   returned
unopposed in elections for the Professorial Board.

They  are:  Miss  Francine  Valerie  MCNiff  (Law),  Dr
Grahame  Stanley  Taylor  (Medicine)  and  Dr  David  St
Clair Black  (Science).

The new members will hold office for two years until
November 30,  1983.

CHRISTMAS/NEW YEAR CLOSEDOWN
The University will go  into  recess  from the close  of .

business on Thursday,  December 24,1981, and will re-
open on Monday,  January 4,  1982.



NEW ACADEMICIANS NAMED
The  Chancellor,  Sir  Richard  Eggleston,  is  one  of

thi.ee newly-elected Monash Fellows of the Academy of
the Social Sciences.

The   others   are   Dr   Yew-Kwang   Ng,   Reader   in
Economics, and Professor Michael Porter,  Director of
the Centre of Policy Studies.

Reporting the announcement to the October meeting
of Council, the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Martin, said
that Sir Richard has been elected to the Academy on the
basis  of his  scholarly works,  largely completed  during
his period at Monash.

Dr  Ng  joined  Monash  in   1974,   having  previously
spent three years at the University of New England.

Professor   Porter   was   appointed   a   professor   of
economics  at  Monash  in  1976  and  became  founding
director of the Centre of Policy Studies in  1979.

BOOK NOW FOR THE ALEX
The   Alexander   Theatre   Bookings   Committee   is

organising its diary for  1982 and has invited University
groups to get in early with their bookings.

The   committee   recognises   that   it   is   not   always
possible to determine exact dates so far in advance, but
it  is  anxious  to  give  University  users  first  priority.  It
therefore asks that requests - as accurate as possible - be
lodged   no   later   than   October   30.   A   number   of
alternative    dates    for    each    booking    would    be
appreciated.

PROGRESS OF THE ESTC
Dr Robin Alston, of the British Library, will speak at

Monash on Tuesday,  October 27,  on  "Progress of the
ESTC"  (Eighteenth  Century  Short  Title  Catalogue  of
English books).

The talk,  the second in the  1981  series of Occasional
Seminars on Bibliographic Topics, will be given at 2.15
p.in.  in Room S4ll,  Menzies Building.  It is sponsored
by  the  departments  of  English  and  French  and  the
Graduate School of Librarianship.

DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE ELECTIONS
Professor   M.J.P.   Canny   (Science)   and   Professor

R.P.   Tisher   Gducation)   have   been   elected   to   the
Development  Committee  of Professorial  Board.  They
will hold office for two years from January  1  1982.

CRECHE BOOKINGS
Monash Community Family Co-operative announces

that  applications  for  places  for   1982  are  now  being
accepted. Vacancies exist for children two to five years.

Inquiries:  Bookings Office or Supervisor, 78 Beddoe
Ave„  Clayton (phone 543  1372).

CLUB LIAISON OFFICER
Clubs and Societies will appoint a new Club Liaison

Officer  for  1982,  and  applications  for the position are
invited.

The  CLO  works  with  the  Activities  Officer  and  in
conjunction  with  C&S  Executive.   Part-time  students
and students with light study loads could be particularly
suited for the job.

For  further  details  contact C&S  office,  ext.  3144  or
3 I 82 .

3RRR SEEKS MORE FRIENDS
A meeting aimed  at enlisting support for 3RRR will

be held at Monash on Thursday, October 29.
The Friends of Triple-R - noting that Monash is not

a  subscribing member  of the consortium  that runs  the
station  -  hope  that  Monash  staff  members  will  be
encouraged  to  contribute  to  the  station's  educational
programs  in  areas  such  as  series,  lectures,  interviews,
research and reviews.

The meeting will be held at 1  p.in.  in the Conference
Room, Union.

PRINCE CHARLES PHOTOS
Prints of the photographs taken at the conferring of

an  honorary  degree  on  the  Prince  of Wales  are  now
available.

Persons who ordered copies may pick them up from
Mrs  Vicki  Thomson,   in  the  Information  Office,   or
arrange to have them forwarded.

POSITIONS VACANT
New positions available,  not previously listed in Sound:

ACADEMIC
ARTS

Anthropology  &  Sociology  -  Fixed-term  (3  years)  Lecturer  in
Sociology;    Indonesian    &    Malay    -    Continuing    Lecturer;
Linguistics  -  Continuing  Lecturer,  Tutors  (2 full-time,  I  half-
time)

ECONOMICS & POLITICS
Administrative Studies - Fixed-term (3 years) Lecturer

LAW
Tutors/Sen.  Tutors (3  positions)

GENERAL
ENGINEERING

Civil Engineering -Technical Officer 8; Mechanical Engineering
- Noise Control Engineer

HALLS 0F RESIDENCE
Apprentice Chef

RAINTENANCE
Apprentices  -  one  each  of:  Electrical  Mechanic,  Carpentry  &
Joinery,  Plumbing and Gas Fitting

MEDICINE
Medicine - Technical Assistant (Alfred Hospital)

REGISTRAR
Student Records - Administrative Assistant Grade I

SCIENCE
Earth Sciences - Part-Time Demonstrators

UNION
Research  Worker  -  Social  Welfare  (F/T  or  P/T);  Community
Research Action Centre - Stenographer (P/T) Male or Female

Copies of relevant advertisements can be sighted on application to
Room  101,  First Floor,  University Offices Annexe.

Telephone inquiries about academic positions should be directed to
extension 2047,  clerical positions  to 2038.  and  technical positions  to
2055.

Authorised by K.W. Bennetts, Information Officer


